Data protection information for users of the Alumni Portal following the EU General Data Protection Regulation

GEOMAR Alumni Network

1. Description and scope of data processing

On the website www.geomar.de/promovierte/alumni, we offer the possibility to register free of charge for the GEOMAR Alumni Network.

(The registration is done by email to alumni@geomar.de)

We will ask for the following data:

1. Title, first name, last name (required field)
2. Private email address (required field)
3. Last active at GEOMAR as (optional indication)
4. Working at GEOMAR from ... to... (optional indication)
5. Department / research area / research unit (optional indication)
6. Current employer / position (optional indication)

For the processing of the data, your consent will be obtained during the registration process and reference will be made to this privacy policy.

In connection with the data processing for the GEOMAR Alumni Network, no data will be passed on to third parties. The data will be used exclusively for regular newsletter subscription (4 times per year and for the dissemination of information about various events at GEOMAR and new research results.

Is your data processed for any other purpose? (art. 13 (3) GDPR)

If we intend to further process your data for a purpose other than the aforementioned or to pass them on to third parties, we will provide you with all information about this other purpose before this further processing and will ask you for your permission.

2. Legal basis for the data processing

The legal basis for the processing of data after the user has registered with the GEOMAR Alumni Network is art.6 paragraph 1 lit. a GDPR.

3. Purpose of data processing

The purpose of collecting your data is to inform you as a former GEOMAR employee about events at GEOMAR, various events and new research results.
It serves your exchange with former colleagues from your department or faculty.

We want to stay in touch with you and welcome you to the GEOMAR Alumni Network.
Receive the GEOMAR Newsletter - with news about GEOMAR and the world of ocean research.

4. Duration of storage

The data will be deleted as soon as you have unsubscribed from the GEOMAR Alumni Network.

5. Possibility of objection and removal

The user can terminate the membership at any time. To unsubscribe send an e-mail to alumni@geomar.de or by letter to

GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for Ocean Research Kiel
Alumni
Wischhofstraße 1-3
24148 Kiel